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ABSTRACT: Convolutional Neural Networks have recently shown high quality reconstruction for single
image super-resolution. But the existing methods require large number of network parameters and involve
heavy computational loads at runtime for generating high-accuracy super-resolution results. In this paper
we propose, the deep laplacian pyramid network for fast and accurate image super-resolution. The main
objective of the project is to progressively reconstruct the sub-band residuals of high resolution images at
multiple pyramid levels with low computational loads. To improve the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio and reduce
the Normalized Mean Square Error for the obtained super resolution image.
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INTRODUCTION:
Super-resolution is the process of combining a sequence of low resolution images in order to produce high
resolution image. Blurring of an image is smoothing of image which can remove the noise which is
represented as noise in an image.

Convolutional Neural Networks have been widely used in vision tasks ranging from object recognition,
segmentation, etc. While the existing models are able to generate high quality super-resolution images there
are three issues in these methods. First, these methods use pre-scaled upsampling factor (eg.bicubic
interpolation) improve an low-resolution to high-resolution image. Second, the existing methods have to
optimize the networks with an mean-squared error loss. Third, the existing methods mainly reconstructs
high-resolution in one upsampling step.
To overcome these issues we use deep laplacian pyramid networks to progressively reconstruct the high resolution images. As shown in figure 1(c) our proposed model consists of a feature extraction branch and
image reconstruction branch. The feature extraction branch uses a cascade of convolutional layers to extract
non-linear feature from low-resolution images. The image reconstruction branch upsamples the lowresolution images and takes the sub-band residuals from the feature extraction branch to efficiently
reconstruct high-resolution images through element-wise addition.
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EXISTING MODEL:
The existing model is based on deep convolutional networks. The deep convolutional networks have shown
that they have a significant reconstruction performance on single-image super-resolution. The recent trend
is using deep convolutional neural network layers to improve the performance. But this model requires
large number of network parameters and more computation time due to power consumption and real-time
processing. Single-image super-resolution was mainly used in fields like security, video surveillance and
medical imaging. But now single-image super-resolution images are widely needed in TV, video playing and
websites as display resolution are getting higher and higher while the contents of the source remains
between two and eight times lower resolution when compared to recent displays. Recent deep learning
based techniques have achieved high performance in the problem of single-image super-resolution from
low-resolution images to high-resolution images. In this method they propose a lighter network by
optimizing the structure of the network by using recent deep learning techniques.
PROPOSED MODEL:
The proposed network progressively reconstructs the sub-band residuals of high-resolution images at
multiple pyramid levels. The proposed method directly extracts features from the low-resolution input
space and thereby results in low computational loads. The proposed model consists of feature extraction
branch and image reconstruction branch. The feature extraction branch uses a cascade of convolutional
layers to extract features from LR (Low Resolution) input images. The image reconstruction branch
upsamples the LR images and takes the sub-band residuals from the feature extraction branch to efficiently
reconstruct HR images through element-wise addition.

Our network architecture accommodates deep supervision (i.e., supervisory signals can be applied
simultaneously at each level of pyramid) to guide reconstruction of images. Instead of using mean square
error loss function, we propose to train the network other loss functions to better handle the noise and
improve the performance. While both feature extraction branch and image reconstruction branch have
multiple layers, we train the network in an end-to-end manner without stage-wise optimization.
LAPLACIAN PYRAMID:
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A laplacian pyramid saves the difference image of the blurred versions between each levels. Only the
smallest level is not a difference image to enable reconstruction of the high resolution image using the
difference images on high levels. This technique can be used in image compression. The general class of
linear transform decomposes an image into an image into various components by multiplication with a set
of transform functions. Some examples are discrete fourier transform and discrete cosine transform and
finally the wavelet transform of which the laplacian pyramid and other subband transforms are simple
ancestors.

Figure 1 Decomposition step for two-level Laplacian Pyramid

Figure 2 Reconstruction step for two-level Laplacian Pyramid.
MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS:
In the existing methods in order to get high-resolution images the parameters like Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR) and Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) were calculated.
In the proposed method we are going to obtain the super-resolution images by measuring two parameters
such as Structural Similairy Index (SSIM) and Improvement in Signal to Noise Ratio (ISNR).
STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX (SSIM):
The Structural Similarity Index is a metric that quantifies the image quality degradation caused by
processing such as data compression or by losses in data transmission. It is a full reference metric that
requires two images from the same image capture – a reference image and a processed image. The
processed image is typically compressed. SSIM is best known in video industry, but it has strong application
in still photography.
SSIM actually measures the perceptual difference between two similar images. It cannot judge which of the
two is better. Unlike PSNR, SSIM is based on visible structures in the image.
INFORMATION VALUE:
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CONCLUSION:
In this work we propose a deep convolutional network within a laplacian pyramid framework for fast and
accurate image super-resolution. By sharing parameters across as well as within pyramid levels we use
fewer parameters to achieve improved performance. Our network design is general and can potentially
applied to other image transformation like SAR images. By sharing the parameters across as well as within
the pyramid levels, we use 73% fewer parameters than our existing and preliminary methods and have
improved the performance.
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